CORNER RECORD (SEARCH)

Corner Monument

Glo 1933 Found 12x12x12 stone set by Tillamook County Surveyor marked "J" on north face.
Glo set a brass cap at the stone point J marked 18" Fir, N. 112°, 101 FT.
14 Alder S. 47°, 101 FT.

Describe bearing trees or other official accessories found
Found pipe with brass cap hanging on wire fence. Pipe was apparently dislodged by the county road crew.
Found 33" Fir, N. 112°, 101 FT. with healed witness face.
Found 27" Alder, S. 47°, 101 FT. with visible scribe marks "4/512". The bearings do not correspond to the original.

Determine corner point by intersection of recorded BT distances.

The true corner point is on north shoulder of nest.

UCCA River reach at this point I set ½" iron red boundary signal attached.

3 feet deep with tamp flush with road surface.

CORNER RECORD (PERPETUATION)

MONUMENT: Describe new monument set, or work done to preserve existing monument
As a witness corner I set the 1933 GLO brass cap 13 FT due North.
True corner point at top of road bank.
Set iron fence post 12 FT. S.E. of B.C. with "Permit to Survey" and P boundary signal attached.

ACCESSORIES: Describe new BT's, witness objects etc. Established, or work done to preserve existing evidence.

Work Done By: Title: Date: State Registration No: or Agency: Certified Copy Prepared: Yes: No: Filed At: Date: REMARKS: 

[Signature]